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Perspective As Symbolic Form By Erwin Panofsky
This is a history of one of the central organizing principles in all schools and periods of art. It traces the evolution of
the conception and the depiction of space in European and American painting and the ways in which this evolution
reflects ideological changes in society over 2000 years.
THE GREAT GATSBY BY F. SCOTT FITZGERALD Key features of this book: * Unabridged with 100% of it’s original
content * Available in multiple formats: eBook, original paperback, large print paperback and hardcover * Easy-toread 12 pt. font size * Proper paragraph formatting with Indented first lines, 1.25 Line Spacing and Justified
Paragraphs * Properly formatted for aesthetics and ease of reading. * Custom Table of Contents and Design
elements for each chapter * The Copyright page has been placed at the end of the book, as to not impede the
content and flow of the book. Original publication: 1925 The Great Gatsby - The story of the mysteriously wealthy
Jay Gatsby and his love for the beautiful Daisy Buchanan, This book is F. Scott Fitzgerald’s third book and stands as
the supreme achievement of his career. First published in 1925, this classic novel of the Jazz Age has been
acclaimed by generations of readers which depicts the life of lavish parties on Long Island is an exquisitely crafted
tale of America in the 1920s. This book is great for schools, teachers and students or for the casual reader, and
makes a wonderful addition to any classic literary library At Pure Snow Publishing we have taken the time and care
into formatting this book to make it the best possible reading experience. We specialize in publishing classic books
and have been publishing books since 2014. We now have over 500 book listings available for purchase. Enjoy!
In this important study, Cassirer analyzes the non-rational thought processes that go to make up culture. Includes
studies of the metaphysics of the Bhagavat Gita, Ancient Egyptian religion, symbolic logic, and more.
The New York Times bestselling graphic memoir from actor/author/activist George Takei returns in a deluxe edition
with 16 pages of bonus material! Experience the forces that shaped an American icon -- and America itself -- in this
gripping tale of courage, country, loyalty, and love. George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his
magnetic performances, sharp wit, and outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he braved new
frontiers in STAR TREK, he woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth country at war with his father's -and their entire family forced from their home into an uncertain future. In 1942, at the order of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, every person of Japanese descent on the west coast was rounded up and shipped to one of ten
"relocation centers," hundreds or thousands of miles from home, where they would be held for years under armed
guard. THEY CALLED US ENEMY is Takei's firsthand account of those years behind barbed wire, the terrors and
small joys of childhood in the shadow of legalized racism, his mother's hard choices, his father's tested faith in
democracy, and the way those experiences planted the seeds for his astonishing future. What does it mean to be
American? Who gets to decide? George Takei joins cowriters Justin Eisinger & Steven Scott and artist Harmony
Becker for the journey of a lifetime.
The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms
Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business
An Eternal Golden Braid
Albrecht Altdorfer and the Origins of Landscape
Symbolic Power, Politics, and Intellectuals
The Symbolic Representation of Gender
Theories of Small Groups: Interdisciplinary Perspectives brings together the threads that unify the field of group
research. The book is designed to define and describe theoretical perspectives on groups and to highlight select
research findings within those perspectives. In this text, editors Marshall Scott Poole and Andrea B. Hollingshead
capitalize on the theoretical advances made over the last fifty years by integrating models and theories of small
groups into a set of nine general theoretical perspectives. Theories of Small Groups is the first book to assess,
synthesize, integrate, and evaluate the body of theory and research on small groups across disciplinary boundaries.
This is a collection of articles dealing with the point of view of symbolic interactionism and with the topic of
methodology in the discipline of sociology. It is written by the leading figure in the school of symbolic interactionism,
and presents what might be regarded as the most authoritative statement of its point of view, outlining its
fundamental premises and sketching their implications for sociological study. Blumer states that symbolic
interactionism rests on three premises: that human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings of things
have for them; that the meaning of such things derives from the social interaction one has with one's fellows; and that
these meanings are handled in, and modified through, an interpretive process.
Erwin Panofsky’s Perspective as Symbolic Form is one of the great works of modern intellectual history, the
legendary text that has dominated all art-historical and philosophical discussions on the topic of perspective in this
century. Finally available in English, this unrivaled example of Panofsky’s early method places him within broader
developments in theories of knowledge and cultural change. Here, drawing on a massive body of learning that ranges
over ancient philosophy, theology, science, and optics as well as the history of art, Panofsky produces a type of
“archaeology” of Western representation that far surpasses the usual scope of art historical studies. Perspective in
Panofsky’s hands becomes a central component of a Western “will to form,” the expression of a schema linking the
social, cognitive, psychological, and especially technical practices of a given culture into harmonious and integrated
wholes. He demonstrates how the perceptual schema of each historical culture or epoch is unique and how each gives
rise to a different but equally full vision of the world. Panofsky articulates these distinct spatial systems, explicating
their particular coherence and compatibility with the modes of knowledge, belief, and exchange that characterized the
cultures in which they arose. Our own modernity, Panofsky shows, is inseparable from its peculiarly mathematical
expression of the concept of the infinite, within a space that is both continuous and homogenous.
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has
a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier,
and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager
existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her
accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing
raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity,
award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of
our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf
with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S
FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
The Symbolic Construction of Reality
Perspective as a Symbolic Form
Perspective as symbolic form
Three Essays on Style
The Last Philosopher of Culture
Language and Myth

A geometric motif pursued through collage by a celebrated Croatian protagonist of concrete art Croatian artist Julije Knifer
(1924-2004) is recognized as one of the most prominent artists related to concrete art after 1945, as well as a founding
member of the 1960s art collective known as the Gorgona Group. Over a career spanning five decades, Knifer developed a
singularly restrained practice focusing on the variation of a single visual motif: the meander. Knifer's meanders have been
interpreted differently depending on the period in which they appeared: first in the context of geometric abstraction and neoconstructivism of the "New Tendencies" of the 1960s. Today, they are more often understood as a gesture of resistance, with
their asceticism and interest in the absurdism of anti-art and the neo avant-garde. This book focuses on a group of collages,
produced in the late 1950s and early 1960s, that illustrates the development of the meander motif at a pivotal moment in
Knifer's career.
Power is the central organizing principle of all social life, from culture and education to stratification and taste. And there is
no more prominent name in the analysis of power than that of noted sociologist Pierre Bourdieu. Throughout his career,
Bourdieu challenged the commonly held view that symbolic power—the power to dominate—is solely symbolic. He
emphasized that symbolic power helps create and maintain social hierarchies, which form the very bedrock of political life.
By the time of his death in 2002, Bourdieu had become a leading public intellectual, and his argument about the more subtle
and influential ways that cultural resources and symbolic categories prevail in power arrangements and practices had gained
broad recognition. In Symbolic Power, Politics, and Intellectuals, David L. Swartz delves deeply into Bourdieu’s work to show
how central—but often overlooked—power and politics are to an understanding of sociology. Arguing that power and politics
stand at the core of Bourdieu’s sociology, Swartz illuminates Bourdieu’s political project for the social sciences, as well as
Bourdieu’s own political activism, explaining how sociology is not just science but also a crucial form of political engagement.
The Symbolic Forms has long been considered the greatest of Cassirer's works. Into it he poured all the resources of his vast
learning about language and myth, religion, art, and science--the various creative symbolizing activities and constructions
through which man has expressed himself and given intelligible objective form to this experience. "These three volumes
alone (apart from Cassirer's other papers and books) make an outstanding contribution to epistemology and to the human
power of abstraction. It is rather as if 'The Golden Bough' had been written in philosophical rather than in historical
terms."--F.I.G. Rawlins, Nature
Across the social sciences, scholars are increasingly showing how people 'work' to construct organizational life, including the
rules and routines that shape and enable organizational activity, the identities of people who occupy organizations, and the
societal norms and assumptions that provide the context for organizational action. The idea of work emphasizes the ways in
which people and groups engage in purposeful, reflexive efforts rooted in an awareness of organizational life as constructed
in human interaction and changeable through human effort. Studies of these efforts have identified new forms of work
including emotion work, identity work, boundary work, strategy work, institutional work, and a host of others. Missing in
these conversations, however, is a recognition that these forms of work are all part of a broader phenomenon driven by
historical shifts that began with modernity and dramatically accelerated through the twentieth century. This book introduces
the social-symbolic work perspective, which addresses this broader phenomenon. The social-symbolic work perspective
integrates diverse streams of research to examine how people purposefully and reflexively work to construct organizational
life, including the identities, technologies, boundaries, and strategies that constitute their organizations. In this book, the
authors define social-symbolic work and introduce three forms - self work, organization work, and institutional work. Socialsymbolic work highlights people's efforts to construct the social world, and focuses attention on the motivations, practices,
resources, and effects of those efforts. This book explores eight distinct streams of social-symbolic work research, drawing on
a broad range of examples from the worlds of business, politics, sports, social movements, and many others. It provides
researchers, students, and practitioners with an integrative theoretical framework useful in understanding social-symbolic
work, a survey of the main forms of social-symbolic work, a rich set of theoretical opportunities to inspire new studies, and
practical methodological guidance for empirical research on social-symbolic work.
Revised and Expanded Second Edition
To Kill a Mockingbird
Theories of Small Groups
Resilience in Social, Cultural and Political Spheres
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Humanstic Theory and Practice in the Work of L. B. Alberti
Humanistic Themes In The Art Of The Renaissance
A to is Riegl (1858-1905) was one of the greatest modern art historians. The most important
member of the so-called "Vienna School," Riegl developed a highly refined technique of visual or
formal analysis, as opposed to the iconological method with its emphasis on decoding motifs
through recourse to texts. Riegl also pioneered understanding of the changing role of the
viewer, the significance of non-high art objects or what would now be called visual or material
culture, and theories of art and art history, including his much-debated neologism Kunstwollen
(the will of art). At last, his Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, which brings together the
diverse threads of his thought, is available to an English-language audience, in a superlative
translation by Jacqueline E. Jung. In one of the earliest and perhaps the most brilliant of all
art historical "surveys," Riegl addresses the different visual arts within a sweeping conception
of the history of culture. His account derives, from Hegelian models but decisively opens onto
alternative pathways that continue to complicate attempts to reduce art merely to the artist's
intentions or its social and historical functions. Book jacket.
'What is a self and how can a self come out of inanimate matter?' This is the riddle that drove
Douglas Hofstadter to write this extraordinary book. In order to impart his original and
personal view on the core mystery of human existence - our intangible sensation of 'I'-ness Hofstadter defines the playful yet seemingly paradoxical notion of 'strange loop', and
explicates this idea using analogies from many disciplines.
First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the greatest
books ever written for young adults and an unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This
edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the
next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At
first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from
civilization they can do anything they want. Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls
echo in the night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure seems as far removed from
reality as the hope of being rescued.
Symbolic Interactionism
Constructing Organizational Life
THE GREAT GATSBY
Julije Knifer: Collages for Meanders
Amusing Ourselves to Death
Greek Refinements

In Studies in Iconology, the themes and concepts of Renaissance art are analysed and
related to both classical and medieval tendencies.
The value of nothing is explored in rich detail as the author reaches back as far as the
ancient Sumerians to find evidence that humans have long struggled with the concept of
zero, from the Greeks who may or may not have known of it, to the East where it was first
used, to the modern-day desktop PC, which uses it as an essential letter in its
computational alphabet.
"The main thrust of this book is to deliver a major critique of materialist and
rationalist explanations of social and cultural forms, but the in the process Sahlins has
given us a much stronger statement of the centrality of symbols in human affairs than
have many of our 'practicing' symbolic anthropologists. He demonstrates that symbols
enter all phases of social life: those which we tend to regard as strictly pragmatic, or
based on concerns with material need or advantage, as well as those which we tend to view
as purely symbolic, such as ideology, ritual, myth, moral codes, and the like. . .
."—Robert McKinley, Reviews in Anthropology
This book presents the transformation of Cassirer’s transcendental point of view. At an
early stage, Cassirer was confronted with a scientific crisis triggered by the emergence
of various forms of objective knowledge, such as the plurality of geometric axiom systems
and non-Euclidean geometry in relativistic physics. He finally developed a solution to
the problematic unity of objective knowledge by replacing the overarching notion of
objectivity with that of forms of objectification. This led him to consider the notion of
“symbolic forms” as the driving force in the objectification process. This concept would
become instrumental in demonstrating that the objective and human sciences are not
adversaries; they merely differ in their modes of semiotic construction. These modes
cannot be summarized in a fixed list of symbolic forms but operate transversally, at a
level where Cassirer distinguishes between three specific operators: Expression,
Evocation and Objectification. The last part of the book investigates how the
relationships between these three operators stabilize specific symbolic forms. Four of
these forms are then studied as examples: Myth and Ritual, Language, Scientific
Knowledge, and Technology.
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Perspective and Method
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism
Gödel, Escher, Bach
The Decline of the West
The Nothing that is
Ernst Cassirer
The definitive, bestselling book on the origins of nationalism, and the processes that have shaped it. Imagined Communities,
Benedict Anderson’s brilliant book on nationalism, forged a new field of study when it first appeared in 1983. Since then it has sold
over a quarter of a million copies and is widely considered the most important book on the subject. In this greatly anticipated
revised edition, Anderson updates and elaborates on the core question: what makes people live and die for nations, as well as hate
and kill in their name? Anderson examines the creation and global spread of the ‘imagined communities’ of nationality, and
explores the processes that created these communities: the territorialization of religious faiths, the decline of antique kinship, the
interaction between capitalism and print, the development of secular languages-of-state, and changing conceptions of time and
space. He shows how an originary nationalism born in the Americas was adopted by popular movements in Europe, by imperialist
powers, and by the movements of anti-imperialist resistance in Asia and Africa. In a new afterword, Anderson examines the
extraordinary influence of Imagined Communities, and the book's international publication and reception, from the end of the Cold
War era to the present day.
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning masterwork of honor and
injustice in the deep South—and the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most cherished stories of
all time, To Kill a Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million copies worldwide,
served as the basis for an enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best novels of the twentieth century by
librarians across the country. A gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South poisoned by
virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and savage inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as her father—a
crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man unjustly accused of a terrible crime.
What is symbolic representation? Since Hanna Pitkin’s seminal The Concept of Representation, the symbolic has been the least
studied dimension of political representation. Innovatively adopting a discursive approach, this book - the first full-length treatment
of symbolic representation - focuses on gender issues to tackle important questions such as: What are women and men symbols
of, and how is gender constructed in policy discourse? It studies what functions symbolic representation fulfils in the construction
of gender, what social roles get legitimized in policy discourse, and how this affects power constellations, ultimately revealing
much about the relation between symbolic, descriptive, and substantive representation. Emanuela Lombardo and Petra Meier draw
on theories of symbolic representation and gender, as well as rich primary material about political debates on labour and care
issues, partnership and reproductive rights, gender violence, and quotas. Using this original data, the authors show that
reconsidering symbolic representation from a discursive perspective makes explicit issues of (in)equality embedded within
particular constructions, as well as their consequences for political representation and gender equality. This important exploration
raises relevant new questions regarding the representation of gender that form valuable contributions to the fields of political
science, political theory, sociology, and gender studies.
Spengler's work describes how we have entered into a centuries-long "world-historical" phase comparable to late antiquity, and his
controversial ideas spark debate over the meaning of historiography.
Lord of the Flies
Studies In Iconology
How Social-Symbolic Work Shapes Selves, Organizations, and Institutions
Imagined Communities
Language As Symbolic Action
A History of Anti-Perspective
In 1933 eminent philosopher Ernst Cassirer (1874 - 1945) fled Nazi Germany for the United States. His fame in Europe having already been
established through a public debate with Martin Heidegger in 1929, Cassirer would go on to become a noteworthy influence on American
culture. His most important early writings focused on the symbol and symbolic interaction, exploring how human cultures - from early mythbased ones to our own modern, scientifically oriented time - have used symbols to mediate the basic forms of experience. Following this
work, Cassirer extended his insights to encompass a broad spectrum of philosophical themes; from investigations into Western
epistemological and scientific traditions to aesthetics and the philosophy of history to anthropology and political philosophy. Reflecting this
diversity in Cassirer's own work, The Symbolic Construction of Reality collects eleven essays by a wide range of contributors from different
fields. Each essay analyzes a different aspect of his legacy, reassessing its significance for our contemporary world and bringing muchneeded attention to this seminal thinker.
From the Preface:The title for this collection was the title of a course in literary criticism that I gave for many years at Bennington College. And
much of the material presented here was used in that course. The title should serve well to convey the gist of these various pieces. For all of
them are explicitly concerned with the attempt to define and track down the implications of the term "symbolic action," and to show how the
marvels of literature and language look when considered form that point of view.
What happens when media and politics become forms of entertainment? As our world begins to look more and more like Orwell's 1984, Neil's
Postman's essential guide to the modern media is more relevant than ever. "It's unlikely that Trump has ever read Amusing Ourselves to
Death, but his ascent would not have surprised Postman.” -CNN Originally published in 1985, Neil Postman’s groundbreaking polemic about
the corrosive effects of television on our politics and public discourse has been hailed as a twenty-first-century book published in the twentieth
century. Now, with television joined by more sophisticated electronic media—from the Internet to cell phones to DVDs—it has taken on even
greater significance. Amusing Ourselves to Death is a prophetic look at what happens when politics, journalism, education, and even religion
become subject to the demands of entertainment. It is also a blueprint for regaining control of our media, so that they can serve our highest
goals. “A brilliant, powerful, and important book. This is an indictment that Postman has laid down and, so far as I can see, an irrefutable
one.” –Jonathan Yardley, The Washington Post Book World
with a memoir by William S. Heckscher Erwin Panofsky (1892-1968) was one of the preeminent art historians of the twentieth century. A new
translation of his seminal work, Perspective as Symbolic Form, was recently published by Zone Books; now three remarkable essays, one
previously unpublished, place Panofsky's genius in a different perspective: What Is Baroque?, Style and Medium in the Motion Pictures,and
The Ideological Antecedents of the Rolls-Royce Radiator. The essays are framed by an introduction by Irving Lavin, Panofsky's successor as
Professor of Art History at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, discussing the context of the essays' composition and their
significance within Panofsky's oeuvre, and an insightful memoir by Panofsky's former student, close friend, and fellow emigre, William
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Heckscher. All three essays reveal unexpected aspects of Panofsky's sensibility, both personal and intellectual. Originally written as lectures
for general audiences, they are composed in a lively, informal manner, and are full of charm and wit. The studies concern broadly defined
problems of style in art—the visual symptoms endemic to works of a certain period (Baroque), medium (film), or national identity
(England)—as opposed to the focus on iconography and subject matter usually associated with Panofsky's "method." The essay on Baroque,
which Lavin considers "vintage Panofsky" and which appears here for the first time, and the one on film were written in 1934. The RollsRoyce piece was written in 1962.
Cassirer’s Transformation: From a Transcendental to a Semiotic Philosophy of Forms
A Discursive Approach
Studies in Temperamental Architecture
Essays on Life, Literature, and Method
Rethinking Symbolism
The Legacy of Ernst Cassirer

A reconsideration of the problem of time in the Renaissance, examining the complex and
layered temporalities of Renaissance images and artifacts. In this widely anticipated
book, two leading contemporary art historians offer a subtle and profound reconsideration
of the problem of time in the Renaissance. Alexander Nagel and Christopher Wood examine
the meanings, uses, and effects of chronologies, models of temporality, and notions of
originality and repetition in Renaissance images and artifacts. Anachronic Renaissance
reveals a web of paths traveled by works and artists--a landscape obscured by art
history's disciplinary compulsion to anchor its data securely in time. The buildings,
paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, and medals discussed were shaped by concerns
about authenticity, about reference to prestigious origins and precedents, and about the
implications of transposition from one medium to another. Byzantine icons taken to be
Early Christian antiquities, the acheiropoieton (or "image made without hands"), the
activities of spoliation and citation, differing approaches to art restoration, legends
about movable buildings, and forgeries and pastiches: all of these emerge as basic
conceptual structures of Renaissance art. Although a work of art does bear witness to the
moment of its fabrication, Nagel and Wood argue that it is equally important to
understand its temporal instability: how it points away from that moment, backward to a
remote ancestral origin, to a prior artifact or image, even to an origin outside of time,
in divinity. This book is not the story about the Renaissance, nor is it just a story. It
imagines the infrastructure of many possible stories.
?Resilience is one of the most important concepts in contemporary sociology. This volume
offers a broad overview over the different theories and concepts of this category
focusing on the cultural and political aspects of resilience.
In the early sixteenth century, Albrecht Altdorfer promoted landscape from its
traditional role as background to its new place as the focal point of a picture. His
paintings, drawings, and etchings appeared almost without warning and mysteriously
disappeared from view just as suddenly. In Albrecht Altdorfer and the Origins of
Landscape, Christopher S. Wood shows how Altdorfer transformed what had been the mere
setting for sacred and historical figures into a principal venue for stylish
draftsmanship and idiosyncratic painterly effects. At the same time, his landscapes
offered a densely textured interpretation of that quintessentially German locus—the
forest interior. This revised and expanded second edition contains a new introduction,
revised bibliography, and fifteen additional illustrations.
This is the first English-language intellectual biography of the German-Jewish
philosopher Ernst Cassirer (1874-1945), a leading figure on the Weimar intellectual scene
and one of the last and finest representatives of the liberal-idealist tradition. Edward
Skidelsky traces the development of Cassirer's thought in its historical and intellectual
setting. He presents Cassirer, the author of The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, as a
defender of the liberal ideal of culture in an increasingly fragmented world, and as
someone who grappled with the opposing forces of scientific positivism and romantic
vitalism. Cassirer's work can be seen, Skidelsky argues, as offering a potential
resolution to the ongoing conflict between the "two cultures" of science and the
humanities--and between the analytic and continental traditions in philosophy. The first
comprehensive study of Cassirer in English in two decades, this book will be of great
interest to analytic and continental philosophers, intellectual historians, political and
cultural theorists, and historians of twentieth-century Germany.
They Called Us Enemy - Expanded Edition
Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts
A Natural History of Zero
Anachronic Renaissance
Volume 3: The Phenomenology of Knowledge
Subculture
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A challenge to the hegemony of perspective: investigations into other forms of representation
used by different cultures over the last two thousand years. For more than half a century, Erwin
Panofsky's Perspective as Symbolic Form has dominated studies of visual representation. Despite
the hegemony of central projection, or perspective, other equally important methods of
representation have much to tell us. Parallel projection can be found on classical Greek vases,
in Pompeiian frescoes, in Byzantine mosaics; it returned in works of the historical avant-garde,
and remains the dominant form of representation in China. In Oblique Drawing, Massimo Scolari
investigates “anti-perspective” visual representation over two thousand years, finding in the
course of his investigation that visual and conceptual representations are manifestations of the
ideological and philosophical orientations of different cultures. Images prove to be not just a
form of art but a form of thought, a projection of a way of life. Scolari's generously
illustrated studies show that illusionistic perspective is not the only, or even the best,
representation of objects in history; parallel projection, for example, preserves in scale the
actual measurements of objects it represents, avoiding the distortions of one-point perspective.
Scolari analyzes the use of nonperspectival representations in pre-Renaissance images of
machines and military hardware, architectural models and drawings, and illustrations of
geometrical solids. He challenges Panofsky's theory of Pompeiian perspective and explains the
difficulties encountered by the Chinese when they viewed Jesuit missionaries' perspectival
religious images. Scolari vividly demonstrates the diversity of representational forms devised
through the centuries, and shows how each one reveals something that is lacking in the others.
The Political Sociology of Pierre Bourdieu
A History of Spatial Illusion in Painting
Oblique Drawing
Perspective as Symbolic Form
Panofsky, Cassirer, and Perspective as Symbolic Form
Interdisciplinary Perspectives
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